UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW AND LEGAL STUDIES
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University
Dwarka, Sector 16 C, New Delhi.

Notice

Sub: Class Representative and School Representative of USLLS.

The following Students are elected as Class Representative on 15th September 2017 from the University School of Law and Legal Studies.

(i) Shaurya Samarth Singh, BA.LLB 1st Year
(ii) Trivickram Jee, BBA LLB 1st Year
(iii) Akshay Shukla, BA LLB 2nd Year
(iv) Nittin Sharma, BBA LLB 2nd Year
(v) Rakshit, BALLB 3rd Year
(vi) Lavniya, BBA LLB 3rd Year
(vii) Vinayak Pathak, BA LLB 4th Year
(viii) Olivia Ruhil, BBA LLB 4th Year
(ix) Adya Shree Dutta, BA LLB 5th Year
(x) Rupam, LLM 1st Year

Rakshit, BA.LLB. 3rd Year was elected as School Representative by elected Class Representative.

Shefali Agarwal BBA LLB 5th Year is nominated as School Representative (Academic) from USLLS.

( Dr.Rakesh kumar)
Returning Officer
University School of Law and Legal Studies
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